LEARNING FROM THE EXPERTS
Web 2.0 Expo: November 18, 2009
New York City, Capital of the World
EXPERTS CAN SURPRISE YOU.
A COMMUNITY OF EXPERTS
SIX APART
CONNECTING EXPERTS
THE MOST INTERESTING NEW TECH STARTUP OF 2009
DOT GOV
IS THE NEW
DOT COM
OUR COUNTRY’S GREATEST PROBLEM IS **NOT** A LACK OF SOCIAL MEDIA EXPERTS.
WHAT ARE THE LESSONS OF WEB 2.0?
WISDOM OF CROWDS
CLOUD COMPUTING
CLOUD EXPERTISE
“EVERY PROBLEM IS A SCALING PROBLEM.”
— @ev
THERE ARE MORE EXPERTS OUT THERE THAN THERE ARE IN HERE.
WHAT IF WE COULD HELP OUR GOVERNMENT CONNECT TO EXPERTS?
LISTEN
AAAS
ADVANCING SCIENCE, SERVING SOCIETY
EXPERT LABS
JOIN US.
THANK YOU.
The new @expertlabs is going to help @whitehouse and gov’t use the web to listen to expertise of citizens. (via @anildash) #w2e